Books:

*Three Strategies for Revising Sentences*, Bernarr Folta, 1969
*Some Questions and Answers About Planning Phase-Elective Programs in English*, Edward Jenkinson, 1972
*Three Strategies for Revising Sentences*, Bernarr Folta, 1972
*Twenty-Two Young Indiana Writers: Winners of the National Council of Teachers of English 1973 Achievement Awards*, 1974

*Horizons Unlimited:*

*Horizons Unlimited: A Reading List of Recent Books for the Mature, Young Adult (1963-64)*, Dorothy Lawson, Georgie Goodwin, and Barbara Hine, 1964
*Horizons Unlimited: A Reading List of Recent Books for the Mature, Young Adult (1964-65)*, Margaret Schroedle and Dorothy Lawson, 1965

*Indiana English Leaflet:*

*Standards for Written English in Grade 12*, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1960
*Standards for Written English in Grade 9* (reprint), Vol. 4, No. 4, 1962

*Indiana English:*